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Improving the contribution pipeline
on Commons, Wikipedia and other sites



We aim to upgrade Upload Wizard to:

• engage more users to contribute media

• add more quality media to our sites

• provide a smoother experience

• fix critical bugs, technical debt

This will be our team's main user-facing feature this year.

Goals



We want to give equal attention to these 2 primary user groups:

• casual users 

• experienced users

Notes: 
• this tool is only for logged-in users. 
• initial focus on Commons users, then Wikipedia users.
• secondary user groups include admins, campaign organizers, developers. 

Users



Here are some of the key issues reported so far:

• upload hangs -- or takes too long
• issues with multiple files
• confused by license forms
• unclear prompts and error messages
• problems with categories, can't search them
• issues with large files that don't load well
• would like a progress bar during upload
• want to add info while image loads 
• would like simple explanations 
• want other info templates

Feedback Study | Upload Feedback | Help Forum 

Feedback



We aim to make it easier to: 

• learn how to upload

• drag and drop your files

• track your progress

• add info during upload

• understand licenses

• find the right categories

• manage multiple files

• add media to a page

A better experience



Vision
Design ideas



Scenarios

1. Upload images to a page
A user reads an article, realises that some of his pictures will fit there and wants 
to add them directly on the page.

2. Upload single image on a topic
A user uploads a picture about her favorite topic. A week later, she uploads 
another picture on the same topic.

3. Upload multiple files on different topics
After a conference, a user uploads 500 pictures and organises them by days 
and subjects.



Big impact issues

#1 Adding a picture to a page is disconnected
Uploading and using the image are disconnected workflows. Users in an article have no idea about 
how to add an image. Users uploading to commons, have little guidance on how to use the image.

#2 Providing metadata is a big upfront effort
The process forces the user to provide all the information in advance, and mistakes are hard to 
correct.



Medium impact issues

#3 Categorisation is painful
Finding the right categories is a hard process with little help and flexibility (reusing previously used 
categories, cross-language search, or adding multiple comma separate ones is not possible).

#4 Multiple file upload
Managing multiple files involves too much repetition,and aids to avoid it are not very flexible.

#5 Lack of aids for input
The form layout, help, and controls provided to input information should communicate more clearly 
what to input and facilitate the process.



Small impact issues

#6 Meaningless untranslatable titles
Titles are often non descriptive, and they cannot be translated which makes them even less useful.

#7 Initial infographic is too verbose
A lot to read, people just skip it.

#8 Help needed to understand licenses
Licensing is complex, but the decision tree provided can be too complex.

#9 Upload button on Commons homepage is hard to find
Users don’t find how to upload even from Commons homepage.



Announcing 
drag&drop

#5 Lack of aids for input

Simplified instructions
(aligned with Mobile 
Commons app)

#7 Initial infographic is 
too verbose



Being able to provide 
information while the 
image is uploading, 
saves time and 
anticipates the end 
result. the user knows 
that things are on 
track, and can fill 
image details more 
relaxed.

#2 Providing metadata is 
a big upfront effort



Compact info that 
expands when 
editing, and smart 
defaults.

#5 Lack of aids for input

Options to reuse and 
propagate  (when 
multiple files)

#4 Multiple file upload



Licensing workflow #1



Licensing workflow #2



Save time to the user by anticipating 
categories based on the data already 
provided (keywords from description), 
and recent/frequent categories.

#3 Categorisation is painful

More precise categorisation can be 
provided if the user is aware of sub-
categories.

#3 Categorisation is painful



Simple instructions to 
use

#1 Adding a picture to a 
page is disconnected

Allow a link work 
everywhere
(this requires that 
consumers such as VE 
recognise it is an image 
and deal with it 
appropriately)

#1 Adding a picture to a 
page is disconnected



Allow multiple 
selection to edit 
multiple files at once.

#4 Multiple file upload



Allow multiple 
selection to edit 
multiple files at once.

#4 Multiple file upload



Allow multiple 
selection to edit 
multiple files at once.

#4 Multiple file upload



Possibility to upload a 
new picture as part of 
“insert media” 
process.

#1 Adding a picture to a 
page is disconnected

Provide quick access 
to recent uploads 
when inserting media 
into a page.
(anticipating the need to 
look for what you may 
just uploaded)

#1 Adding a picture to a 
page is disconnected



Drag & drop can be 
an alternative for 
upload + insert in a 
page.

#1 Adding a picture to a 
page is disconnected



In-place upload and 
editing

#2 Providing metadata is 
a big upfront effort



The lack of 
mandatory details 
prevents the image to 
be exposed to users 
but does not 
invalidate the whole 
upload process.

It can be discussed 
whether to keep the 
temporary image 
beyond the current 
editing session and 
for how long.

#2 Providing metadata is 
a big upfront effort



When editing, image 
details can be 
modified using the 
same UI used for 
uploading them.

#2 Providing metadata is 
a big upfront effort



Next steps



In a first planning phase, we would like to focus on these tasks:

• Collect metrics, funnel analysis and dashboards

• Review and summarize usability studies

• Review and summarize feedback and help 

• Host community discussions (onwiki, IRC, roundtables)

• Run limited user survey with advisors, mailing list, teams

• Discuss modal tool with WMF teams (VE, Flow, Mobile)

• Triage current bugs, in collaboration with community

• Review current code and patches (e.g.: Rob Moen)

• Identify 'must-haves' and 'quick wins'

Planning Tasks



Ideas to improve the user experience:

• progress bar - Q1

• drag and drop - Q1

• better help - Q1

• add metadata anytime - Q2

• simpler licensing forms - Q2

• easier category tools - Q2

• upload from articles - Q3

• tools for multiple files - Q3

This is a preliminary list, subject to change.

Features



Ideas for technical improvements:

• chunked uploads (large files) - Q1

• metrics + unit tests - Q1

• new metadata structure - Q1/2

• separate interface code - Q1/2

• modal upload tool - Q2/3

• cross-wiki uploads - Q2/3

• license templates - Q3/4

• unsupported A/V formats - Q3/4

This is a preliminary list, subject to change.

Technology



This work will be spread out in the coming year: 

• Q4: planning, bugs, feedback

• Q1: bugs, metrics, tests, refactoring

• Q2: metadata features, add info anytime

• Q3: modal tools, crosswiki uploads 

Timeline



• Total team capacity : ~14 points/week (or ~84 points per 6-week cycle)
• Assume we spend ~40% of our capacity on Upload Wizard
• Capacity for Upload Wizard:  ~6 points/week (or ~36 points per cycle)
• Capacity for UW in Q1: 16 weeks x ~6 points/week = ~96 points

Should we divide our time evenly between these tasks?
• bug fixes:  ~32 points
• UI improvements:  ~32 points
• code re-factoring:  ~32 points

Capacity



To be spread out over next meetings.

Estimates 

• Add/update cards on Mingle

• First estimate of overall scope of epic stories

• Second estimate once we know more

Priorities
• Review key tasks on Upload Wizard wall
• First sort cards by priority: Must Have, Should Have, Could Have.
• Identify top candidates once we have more info & estimates
 

Upload Wizard Wall 

Process



FYI, we are considering one or more of these projects for next year:

Upload Wizard   

Technical Debt  

Structured Data 

File Notifications 

Media Viewer 3  

2014-15 Projects



Research
Metrics, feedback, etc. 



Here are current upload metrics:

• 18k uploaders / month (1) 

• 292k uploads / month (2)

(1) Upload Wizard: 80% of all uploaders 

(2) Upload Wizard: 56% of all uploads 

Data from Wikimedia Commons in Feb. 2014. Source: Wikimedia Foundation 

Metrics



Upload Wizard users:  14k per month -- 80% of all uploaders. 
Data from Wikimedia Commons, February 2014. Source: Wikimedia Foundation

Monthly users



Upload Wizard files posted:  141k per month -- 56% of all uploads. 
Data from Wikimedia Commons, February 2014.  Source: Wikimedia Foundation

Monthly uploads



Total media files on Commons:  20.9 million uploads to date - 25% yearly growth (log scale) 
Data from Wikimedia Commons, March 2014. Source: Wikimedia Foundation >

Commons Files



Learn more:
mediawiki.org/wiki/UploadWizard

Multimedia Team
Wikimedia Foundation
Shortcut to this deck: ur1.ca/hd01a


